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Thank you for welcoming me back into your 

school as the Acting Principal for the remainder of 

the school year. I enjoyed my time at Port Neill        

Primary School in Term 2 and am excited about 

this opportunity to be a part of this great          

community.  

During my 20 year teaching career, I have spent the last 4 ½ years teaching in 

the Junior Primary class at Ungarra Primary School. Over this time, I have 

learnt the value of how small schools operate and how relationships are at the heart of this. With this in 

mind I look forward to getting to know the school and wider Port Neill  Community over the next 2 terms.  

I have 3 girls of my own Georgia 15, Jessica 13 and Willow 8 who are very busy in both their schooling 

and sporting arenas. My husband Justin grew up on the Eyre Peninsula and when the opportunity        

presented for him to return home in 2009, we knew that this was a great place for us to live, work and 

raise our family. As the warmer weather gets closer we plan on spending time in Port Neill and the       

surrounding areas visiting the beautiful beaches.  

I have taken the last couple of days to observe all of the great work and learning that continues to occur 

in both classes. On Tuesday I had the opportunity to teach the whole school, while Oliva and Lisa    

attended a training and development as part of our Portfolio of schools. As part of this training they were 

engaging in a Professional Learning Community, exploring and deepening their knowledge around the 

English curriculum area and are very eager to bring this learning back to their classrooms.  

Next Wednesday students and staff will be travelling to Ungarra Primary School to participate in a         

Science Week activity, focusing on the theme ‘‘Glass: More than Meets the Eye’, so stay tuned for photos 

of some fantastic art pieces.  

Enjoy the weekend and the rain while we have it.  

 

Kelly Robinson 

 

Georgie 
Zara 










